
ObiMama Custom Wrap Conversion Mei Tai FAQs 

 

How can I buy one of these? I’m pumped! 

 

Thanks! I will open slots on a regular basis, usually in 4 week rotations. I will announce on my facebook 

page and my blog when slots will be for sale in the store.  

 

I live in the US. What should I know? 

 

Baby carriers sold into the US are now regulated! This means that you cannot buy a carrier if you live in 

the US that has not been third-party tested for compliance (at this time only soft structured carriers are 

regulated, very soon wraps and slings will be as well). ObiMama is fully compliant with CPSIA and ASTM 

F2236, and is offering the largest array of wrap options for conversion, as well a range of fabric 

possibilities for the ready-to-ship welter weight mei tais. 

 

If you are planning to be a genius and get a custom ObiMama wrap conversion mei tai, make sure you 

have a new, unused, washed and ironed wrap to send. What kind of wrap? Take your pick: Girasol (any), 

Didymos cotton or cotton/linen Indios, Didymos Jacquard weaves, Didymos Doubleface, Oscha cottons 

(any variety), Oscha Cotton/Linens, Uppymama cotton or cottolin handwovens, or Artipoppe cotton and 

cashmere/cotton blends. You can send in a 4.6m or a 5.2m (for obvious reasons the 4.6 will have either 

shorter straps or no sleep hood). 

 

By the way, even if a manufacturer is located outside of the US, they still can't sell a carrier into the US 

that is not compliant. Thank you for not asking if we can make an exception and convert an ineligible 

wrap.  I love saying Yes to my clients, but this question will only put me in an awkward position. 

 

I do not live in the US. What should I know? 

 

You don't have to worry about any of the stuff that US residents do when choosing a wrap for 

conversion. However, know that not all wraps are ideal for conversion. Choose something that is not too 

thick, not too thin, not too loosely or densely woven, or something that is slippery like a wrap with a 

high silk content. Please make sure to send a wrap that is very clean, freshly ironed, and in good 

condition. It is okay to send in a wrap that has been used, but broken in wraps are not ideal for 

conversion! 

 

Where do I buy these? 

 

In our online store.  If the store is empty we're out of stock. I will almost certainly make an 

announcement on facebook (or two or three) when they'll be stocking again. 

 

 

 



I don't actually own the wrap I want to convert yet, can I buy this slot? 

 

Hold your horses! ObiMama is not a fly-by-night operation, we'll continue to open slots on a regular 

basis. Buying a slot with no wrap to send will only throw a wrench in my timing. Get that perfect wrap, 

give it a good look, make sure it's The One, and then snag your slot. 

 

How long do I have to ship my wrap to you? 

 

Immediate shipment would be dreamy. We're all parents here though, let's be realistic. Do your best. 

But I have to draw the line somewhere: if your wrap hasn't arrived at ObiHQ within 2 weeks (or the 

announced deadline) of your slot purchase date your slot may be forfeit and your money refunded 

minus a 15% restocking fee for lost time. 

 

When will these be for sale, and how often? 

 

This really depends on a number of factors, coffee being one of them. If all the slots sold on a given day 

go to people who all choose a basic conversion as opposed to a super duper, and they send their wraps 

the next day with the forms correctly filled out, and I get enough coffee and chocolate to keep those 

synapses firing, then I can open more slots faster. If the opposite happens, then I'll take longer to open 

more slots. Life is kind of like a box of chocolates, you never know what you're gonna get. Or so I hear.  

 

Chocolate. 

 

Coffee. 

 

Do you have a wait list? 

 

No, I really don't like wait lists. I don't like taking money for a job I will do one-day-in-the-future-but-I-

don't-know-when. I don't like knowing that there are 20 or 50 or 100 people waiting on me to HURRY 

UP! I just don't like wait lists. 

 

What will happen if I send in the wrong kind of wrap? 

 

When I receive your wrap for conversion I will look it over carefully, as well as your order form. If your 

wrap is not punctual, clean, unused (US residents only), in good condition, or is otherwise unqualified 

for conversion I will send it back to you at your expense with a standard 15% restocking fee deducted 

from your refund. Please take pains to see that your wrap is going to work, and that your order form is 

completely and clearly filled out. Please be considerate and have your wrap ready to ship before buying 

a slot. I will make the choices on how to cut, sew, and ship your conversion based on the order form 

alone: double and triple check that it tells me the right information. If necessary, a $30 laundering fee 

will be applied.  

 



Can I buy a slot and then transfer it to a friend? 

 

I'm going to go off of the information that's on the order form. You decide the details, know what I 

mean? 

 

Can I buy the basic WCMT and then add on one or two other options for an additional charge? 

 

Nope. Sorry. Experience has shown me that the more options on a conversion, the harder it is to get all 

those details straight. I might change my mind one day, but for now I'm going to stick with this system. 

Check out this helpful table below.... 

 

 
 


